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Thomas Siegfried Franksstone

Thomas Siegfried Franksstone is a Active Player Character played by redacted.1)

Thomas Siegfried Franksstone

Species & Gender: Male Human
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Mission Operator

Rank: Shoi
Current Placement: YSS Kōun

Physical Description

Body type: Lean and muscular

Height: 6 feet 4 inches

Skin: white, skin darkens when continually exposed to UV
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Eye Color: Iron grey

eye shape: oval shaped

ear type: rounded

hair color: brown, goes blonde after prolonged UV exposure

hairstyle: short crew cut

facial features: strong jawline, somewhat pronounced cheekbones, saber scar running from the right
corner of his lip to his right earlobe, has a impressive set of white toothy smile so when he smiles it either
invites others to share in his amusement or depending on the situation it terrifies like some malicious
monsters maw.

Facial hair: none

Body hair: light kept well groomed and clean

Nose: has a medium size roman nose

Scent: human masked by good quality deodorant

Voice: having a semi deep voice that becomes boisterous and far carrying when raised

Movement: he has a slight limp in his right leg from a injury during his childhood that never healed
correctly.

Personality

Thomas can best be describe as a freight train, it is difficult to stop him but once given the right track he
will thunder down it with little regard for anyone dumb enough to try stopping his straight forward
movement. he is motivated by improvement, despite coming from rich stock he prefers living life
roughly, he is happiest when facing a foe or gallivanting through some godforsaken wilderness. he is
known in social climates to drink often but not to such an extent to make himself inept or ineffective,
tending to take the high road in negative social interactions up until he is struck then he will fight his
would be foe with a indominable will till he is either undisputedly victorious or undoubtedly beaten.
Despite his apparent bullheadedness he has a high degree of cunning hidden by said bullheadedness. He
is also highly educated thanks to his family's wealth.

History

Thomas Siegfried Franksstone was born 20日 4月 22 in Ayano. born on Ayano to Anna Parsh Franksstone
and Chester Bernard Franksstone survivors of the Great Plague, he filled his younger years with his
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family, his mother taught him how to hunt, while his father taught him to enjoy thinking out of the box
coming up with solutions to problems with strategic and tactical thinking. during his teenage years he
became a accomplished swordsman however the scars on his body and the prominent saber scar
furrowing his face as proof of his martial efforts, around the same time he went into officer school and
found himself in a slightly more hostile environment however not one to backdown from a challenge
Thomas pushed forward and graduated with high marks.

Skills Learned

Tactical mind
Strategic mind
firearms training
knife training
swordsmanship
Star Army Common Skills

Social Connections

Thomas Siegfried Franksstone is connected to:

His parents

Inventory & Finance

Thomas Siegfried Franksstone has the following:

sturdy functional grip cane
Armored Coat [Titanium armor plates sandwiched between navy blue leather, it is cut in a fashion
of a naval great coat with blued steel buttons]
metal rimmed smart glasses
Standard issue clothing and equipment
variable caliber Custom Revolver [designed to change caliber rounds and still remain functional]

Thomas Siegfried Franksstone currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by redacted on 11, 29 2022 at 22:12 using the Character Template Form.

In the case redacted becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
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Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? Yes

Character Data
Character Name Thomas Siegfried Franksstone
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Shoi
SAOY Occupation Star Army Mission Operator
SAOY Assignment YSS Kōun
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